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Abstract

Measurements of the inclusive cross-sections for K0 and � production in hadronic decays of the

Z are presented together with measurements of two{particle correlations within pairs of � and K0.

The results are compared with predictions from the hadronization models Jetset, based on string

fragmentation, and Herwig, based on cluster decays. The K0 spectrum is found to be harder

than predicted by both models, while the � spectrum is softer than predicted. The correlation

measurements are all reproduced well by Jetset, whileHerwigmisses some of the qualitative features

and overestimates the size of the ��� correlation. Finally, the possibility of Bose-Einstein correlation

in the K0
SK

0
S system is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The spectra of identi�ed particles and two{particle correlations measured in hadronic e+e� collisions

have in the past been di�cult to describe within hadronization models [1]. While the global event

properties agree impressively well with model simulations, being to a large extent determined by the

perturbative parton shower, the spectra of particular hadrons depend more on the phenomenological

part of the models, which is less well understood. Improved measurements may hopefully lead to better

understanding of the hadronization process.

This report considers K0 mesons and � hyperons which are relatively easy to identify in the Aleph

apparatus. Measurements of the inclusive spectra are presented, based on 988000 hadronic Z decays

collected during 1991 and 1992. Such spectra have previously been studied by Opal [2, 3], by Delphi

[4, 5] and L3 [6]. In addition, measurements of two{particle correlations among pairs of K0 and �

are presented in various projections of rapidity and angle with respect to the thrust axis. Finally, the

possibility of Bose{Einstein correlation in the K0

SK
0

S system is discussed. Similar correlation studies have

recently been published by Opal [7, 8] and Delphi [5], and the topic of baryon{antibaryon correlations

was also studied at PEP and PETRA energies [9, 10, 11].

Two hadronization models have become standard at LEP, the Jetset model [12], implementing a

string fragmentation scheme, and the Herwig model [13], implementing a cluster fragmentation scheme.

In both models the overall rate of strange particle production is suppressed by a parameter related to

the strange quark e�ective mass. The shape of the spectra provides additional information which may

constrain other parameters of the models. For example, measurements of baryon production have been

used to determine the strangeness and spin 1 suppression of diquark states in Jetset. In the default

version of Herwig, however, the avor and spin ratios are controlled by phase{space only (although the

parameters needed to regulate such ratios are actually available).

The parameter space in Jetset is increased by the \popcorn mechanism", allowing a meson to be

created in between a baryon{antibaryon pair. This costs an extra parameter specifying the probability

for popcorn, and two other ones specifying the strangeness suppression in this case. The rapidity distance

between the baryons would appear to be a good probe of such a mechanism.

The results presented in this report are compared with Jetset (version 7.3) and Herwig (version

5.6) and discussed in terms of the parameters mentioned above.

2 The ALEPH detector

The Aleph detector has been described in detail elsewhere [14]. For this study it is mainly the tracking

capability of the detector that is relevant. Charged tracks are measured over the polar angle range

j cos�j < 0:966 by an inner cylindrical drift chamber (ITC) and a large cylindrical time projection

chamber (TPC). These chambers are immersed in a magnetic �eld of 1.5 T and together measure the

momentum of charged particles with a resolution of �p=p = 0:0008 � p (GeV=c)�1 � 0:003 [14, 15].

Central tracks, with j cos�j < 0:85, are in addition measured by a vertex detector (VDET) [16]

consisting of two barrels of multistrip silicon detectors, with double{sided readout, positioned between

the beam{pipe and the ITC. The solid angle coverage is 85% for the inner layer and 69% for the outer

layer. For high momentum tracks the resolution improves with the addition of the VDET coordinates to

�p=p = 0:0006 � p (GeV=c)�1, as measured with di{muon events. The VDET point resolution is 12 �m at

normal incidence for both r� and rz projections.

The TPC provides up to 330 measurements of the speci�c ionization (dE/dx) of each charged track.
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For charged tracks with momenta above 3 GeV/c and with the maximum number of samples, the

truncated mean ionization of pions and protons are separated by three standard deviations.

3 Event selection and V 0 reconstruction

A sample of hadronic Z decays is de�ned by a requirement of at least �ve charged tracks in the event with

j cos�j < 0:95 and with a distance to the interaction point of less than 2cm in the transverse direction

and 10cm in the longitudinal direction. The charged tracks in the event must carry at least 10% of the

collision energy. This selection includes 97.5% of all hadronic Z decays, 0.3% background from � pairs

and 0.4% background from two{photon collisions [17].

All oppositely charged pairs of tracks with momentum larger than 150 MeV/c and with more than 5

TPC coordinates are tested for the hypothesis that they originate from a common secondary vertex. The

parameters of the �t are the coordinates of the secondary vertex and the track momenta at this point.

Since each track is described by �ve helix parameters, the �t has one degree of freedom. The chisquared

of the �t is required to be less than 13. Such V 0 candidates are then considered that have momentum

larger than 200 MeV/c (500 MeV/c for � candidates) and polar angle larger than 20�.

In order to ensure a separation between the primary and secondary vertices, the proper lifetime of a

given V 0 hypothesis is required to be between 0.2 and 5 times the expected lifetime. Pairs of tracks both

originating from the primary vertex are suppressed by requiring that they be separated by at least 0.4cm

at their closest approach to the beam{axis in the plane perpendicular to the axis. In addition candidates

are rejected for which both tracks have VDET hits between the primary and secondary vertices.

Since the combinatorial background peaks strongly at forward decay angles, the cosine of the decay

angle is required to be less than 0.85 for K0 and 0.95 for �. The distance of closest approach from the

V 0 direction to the primary vertex is required to be less than 1.0 cm in the transverse plane. The speci�c

ionization, dE=dx, on each track of a V 0 candidate is required to be within three standard deviations of

the expected ionization. This requirement is only made if a useful measurement of the ionization of a

track is available, i.e. when at least 50 ionization samples are measured by the TPC.

The mass spectra at this level of the event selection are shown in Figure 1. From these distributions a

signal can be extracted in a momentum dependent mass window spanning more than 98% of the signal.

The window size (in GeV/c2) is 0:014+ 0:15 � z for K0 and 0:01+ 0:085 � z for �, where z is the fraction

of the beam momentum carried by the V 0.

A signi�cant reduction of background is obtained by requiring a successful kinematical V 0 �t,

constrained by the mass hypothesis and the primary vertex in the transverse plane [18]. This increases

the number of degrees of freedom in the V 0 �t to three. The �2 of the �t is required to be less than 120.

This requirement is very loose to minimize the dependence on the simulation. All of these candidates

must have a mass pull, �M=�M , less than four. If more than one V 0 hypothesis is available for the

same charged tracks, a choice is made between them. For 4% of the K0 candidates and 14% of the �

candidates there is another candidate sharing one or both tracks, with the same mass hypothesis. Among

these, the �t with the best �2 is chosen. For 2% of the K0 candidates and 23% of the � candidates there

is another candidate sharing both tracks, but with a di�erent mass hypothesis. In this case, the �t with

the smallest mass pull is chosen. The bias introduced by this method is corrected with the help of the

Monte Carlo which reproduces well the number of such ambiguities.
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4 Cross-section measurement

The cross-section measurement is presented as follows:

1

�had

d�

d�
=

1

��

n� b

a

� = � ln(p=pbeam)

where n is the number of candidates selected by the kinematic �t per hadronic event in each bin of �, and

p is the momentum. In addition, the cross{sections are presented as functions of transverse momentum

and rapidity with respect to the thrust axis.

The acceptance, a, and the background, b, are calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic

events based on the event generators DYMU [19] and JETSET 7.3. The parameters of the hadron level

simulation have been optimized to �t global event properties and lepton spectra measured in Aleph

[20, 21]. A detailed simulation of the apparatus was then carried out.

The size of the background is subsequently scaled by a factor �(�) = bDATA=bMC, which is the ratio

of background counts in the mass sidebands shown in Figure 1. This bin-by-bin correction factor has an

average value of 1.0 for both particle types and never exceeds 20% .

The acceptance for charged decays and the background fraction are shown in Figure 2. The acceptance

drops at high momentum due to the �nite size of the TPC and the two{track resolution; it also drops

at low momentum due to the threshold of about 150 MeV/c for reconstructing a track in the TPC. The

background increases at high momentum due to the widening mass resolution, and at low momentum

owing to the decreasing rejection power of the lifetime requirement and the vertex constraint. At the

peak of the � spectrum, the acceptance (in the region of polar angles 20� < � < 160�) is 55% for K0 and

53% for �, and the background fraction is 1.6% for K0 and 7% for �.

5 Systematic errors

Systematic errors in this measurement arise from features which are not simulated correctly in the Monte

Carlo. Such features can be divided into track reconstruction e�ciencies, e�ciencies of the V 0 �nding

and background calibration.

Track �nding

A special problem may arise in the track reconstruction of V 0 tracks because of the two{track

resolution. The measured angle between the daughter tracks has been compared with the simulation

and found to be in good agreement in all projections. Also the number of measured TPC coordinates

and the angular distribution of the V 0 candidates agree well with the simulation. Small deviations from

the simulation are seen at low momentum. These give rise to a momentum dependent systematic error

which is zero at high momentum and reaches 0.4% at the lowest momenta.

V 0 �nding

As a check on the kinematic �t method, the V 0 candidates were alternatively selected using the mass

windows shown in Figure 1. Using this method, the measured rate of K0 increases by 0.6% and the

rate of � increases by 2.5%. This raises the question of whether � from � decays are rejected more

strongly by the kinematic �t method which contains a vertex constraint. However, the number of � from

� in the �nal sample is 12% , according to the Monte Carlo simulation, compared with 14% before any

3



selection. Since the � rate in Jetset agrees with the measured rate within a few percent [3, 24], this

extra suppression of � from � is not expected to contribute signi�cantly to the errors.

Additional error contributions are obtained from varying the selection criteria. The requirement that

the V 0 should point back to the primary vertex gives rise to the largest variation in the result, due

to imperfect simulation of the impact parameter for low momentum V 0 candidates. All the variations

obtained are added in quadrature, including the di�erence between the kinematic �t method and the

mass window method. Part of the error depends on momentum, varying from 1% at 15 GeV/c to 4% at

0.7 GeV/c. In addition there is an overall normalisation error, which is 2% for K0 and 3% for �.

Background

The selected sample of hadronic Z decays contains a small background of � and two{photon �nal

states [17]. These �nal states contain fewer V 0 than the hadronic events and lead to corrections of 0.4%

and 0.6% for the K0 rate and the � rate, respectively.

The error on the V 0 background is already included in the statistical errors, since the size of the

background is taken from data. An additional error is obtained from varying the sidebands in the mass

distributions, and this amounts to 0.2% for K0 and 1.2% for �. No signi�cant excess of � over �� is seen

at low momenta, hence errors from the simulation of nuclear interactions in the detector are neglected.

In total, the overall normalisation error is estimated to be 2% for K0 and 4% for �. A correlated

momentum{dependent relative systematic error, parametrized as (0:04 � �2 + 0:8 � �)% , is also to be

added to the statistical errors shown in Table 1.

6 Di�erential cross{sections

The di�erential cross-sections are shown in Figure 3 and in Table 1. Predictions of Jetset and Herwig

are shown together with the measurements. The parameters of the models have been tuned to best

reproduce Aleph data [20, 21]. However, the strangeness suppression parameters are kept at their

default values and the data on K0 and � production have not been used in the tuning. The measured

spectrum of K0 is harder than the predicted spectra of both models, whereas the measured spectrum

of � is softer than the model predictions. In particular, Herwig has a leading particle e�ect for high

momentum � which is not present in the data. The comparison with other experiments in Figure 4 shows

a reasonable agreement between this and other measurements of the K0 and � di�erential cross{sections.

The transverse momentum spectra and the rapidity spectra with respect to the thrust axis are shown

in Figures 5 and 6 and in Table 2. The thrust axis is determined using the measured ow of both

charged and neutral energy in the detector. Resolution e�ects are taken into account using the Monte

Carlo simulation, so that the thrust axis corresponds to the one obtained from all particles at hadron

level, except the neutrinos. Compared with Jetset, the K0 data have a 14% larger average transverse

momentum, while the � data are in reasonable agreement.

7 Average multiplicities

The contents of Table 1 are integrated from � = 0 to � = 5:4 (4.4 for �). The Jetset spectrum is used

to extrapolate the average multiplicities from the momentum cuto� to zero, after normalising it to data

in the interval 5 < � < 5:4 (4 < � < 4:4 for �). The results are shown in Table 3, both for single particles

and for pair combinations of K0

S and �.
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In addition to the systematic errors described above, an error is added for the extrapolation to

zero momentum. The extrapolation contributes 0.013 to the K0 multiplicity and 0.014 to the �

multiplicity. The error is taken as the di�erence in this number between using Herwig and Jetset

for the extrapolation, which is 0.3% for K0 and 0.5% for �. The spectrum at low momenta is dominated

by contributions from resonances whose abundances di�er signi�cantly in Jetset and Herwig.

For particle pairs an average acceptance is used, i.e. the number of pairs found in the simulation

divided by the generated number of pairs. To account for the di�erence between the measured and

generated spectra, which a�ects the extraction of the average acceptance, a correction of -2.0% was

applied to each K0 in a pair and a correction of -1.3% was applied to each �. The relative systematic

errors on the multiplicities of each particle are added linearly and the full size of the above{mentioned

correction is added in quadrature to obtain the systematic errors on the pair rates. Both for single

particle multiplicities and for pair multiplicities the total errors are dominated by the systematic errors.

The results for the total K0 and � multiplicities are compared with the previous measurements by

Opal [2, 3, 8], Delphi [4, 5] and L3 [6] in Table 3. While the K0 multiplicity and ��� pair multiplicity is

found to be in good agreement with the previous measurements, the � and �� rates are somewhat larger

than in references [3, 8, 5]. In Table 4 the measured multiplicities are compared with the predictions of

Jetset and Herwig. The agreement is good in general, except that Herwig overestimates the � rate

and in particular the ��� pair rate. As also shown in Table 4, the total pair multiplicities already indicate

a two{particle correlation (or anticorrelation in the case of �� pairs).

8 Two{particle rapidity correlations

The two{particle correlation as a function of rapidity is here de�ned as:

C(ya; yb) = Nhad

n(ya; yb)

n(ya)n(yb)

where y is the rapidity along the thrust{axis. Nhad is the number of hadronic events considered, n(ya; yb)

is the density of particle pairs with one particle at rapidity ya and the other one at yb, and n(y) is the

single particle density. The background, estimated from Monte Carlo simulation, is subtracted from each

bin of the rapidity densities.

The correlation function is to �rst order independent of acceptance. The measured function is

nevertheless corrected by a factor obtained from Monte Carlo simulation:

r(ya; yb) =
C(ya; yb)hadron level

C(ya; yb)detector level

One reason for this correction, which is maximally �20%, is the smearing of the thrust axis direction

by the experimental reconstruction (by 0.016 in cos�T and 0.04 in �T ). Other second{order e�ects

may also cause a di�erence between the acceptance of a pair of particles and the product of the single

particle acceptances. The corrected results are shown in Figure 7 as a function of ya for two choices of

yb: 0:5 < yb < 1:5 and 2:5 < yb < 3:5.

The main features of the rapidity correlations seen in Figure 7 are a strong short range correlation

for ���, a weaker one for K0
SK

0
S and �K0

S and a short range anti-correlation for ��. These structures are

all well reproduced by Jetset, whereas Herwig overestimates the ��� correlation by a factor of two.

Figure 8 shows the correlation function projected along rapidity di�erence. This distribution is

obtained by dividing the distribution of rapidity di�erences by that of two particles taken from di�erent
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events. The denominator is normalized to the number of pairs expected in case of no correlations.

Corrections for background and resolution are applied as explained above.

Also shown in Figure 8 are the correlation functions predicted by Jetset for various popcorn

parameters and by Herwig. The ��� data is found consistent with Jetset with the standard popcorn

probability of 50% and less consistent with the option having no popcorn mechanism. The systematic

errors of the measurement prevent more quantitative statements. Similar studies byOpal [8] andDelphi

[5] have also concluded that a signi�cant amount of popcorn contribution in Jetset is needed to reproduce

the measured rapidity di�erences.

Since the average ��� and �� pair multiplicity is also quite sensitive to the popcorn parameter, it can

be used as a consistency check. The predicted multiplicity of � pairs decreases approximately linearly

with the popcorn probability. The measured multiplicity thus constrains the popcorn probability to

be within the range: 0:50 � 0:10 (assuming this to be the only free parameter a�ecting the � pair

multiplicity). In conclusion, the data gives no reason to change the default 50% popcorn probability in

Jetset.

9 Angular correlations relative to thrust{axis

In the following, the particle pairs are restricted to the interval �y < 1:5 and the structure of the short

range correlation is studied as a function of other variables. The same procedure as used for rapidity

di�erences is now used to �nd the correlation as a function of ��, where � is the azimuthal angle around

the thrust axis. This is shown in Figure 9.

For ��� pairs, a large peak is seen at �� = 0� , and no signi�cant peak is seen at �� = 180� . Hence

there is no hint of local pT compensation among correlated ��� pairs. This is in contrast to observations

at center{of{mass energies around 10 GeV, where baryon{antibaryon pairs are predominantly back{to{

back in azimuth [22]. At PETRA energies there is an intermediate situation with no prominent peaks

neither at �� = 0� nor at �� = 180� [11]. For the other two{particle combinations, both a same{side

and a back{to{back correlation is seen. All of these features are well reproduced by Jetset, and not so

well by Herwig which predicts a strong back{to{back correlation in the case of ��� pairs. The predicted

correlations do not depend signi�cantly on the popcorn probability.

Another interesting variable is the polar angle of the ��� pair in its rest frame relative to the thrust

axis. The normalised angular distribution shown in Figure 10 shows an alignment of the ��� pair along

the thrust axis. This e�ect has previously been reported by Delphi [5] and was also found earlier at lower

energies in p�p pairs [9]. In Jetset the baryon pairs are aligned along the parent string, and this model

reproduces data. The Herwig clusters, on the other hand, decay isotropically. A version of Herwig

introducing an anisotropy by letting clusters containing a quark from the perturbative shower decay in

the direction of this quark [23] is also shown in Figure 10, but this is apparently not enough to describe

the data.

10 Bose-Einstein correlation

Part of the observed short range correlation in theK0

SK
0

S system could be due to Bose-Einstein correlation

(BEC), which has been observed in this system by Opal [7] and Delphi [28] using the Jetset model

as a reference sample without BEC. In Figure 11 the K0

SK
0

S correlation is shown as a function of

Q =
p
M2

KK � 4m2
K , also using Jetset as the reference sample. The corrected Q distribution of

the data is divided by the distribution of the generator. The ratio is normalised in the interval between
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0.6 GeV and 2.5 GeV (excluding the range 1.1 GeV to 1.5 GeV where resonances such as f
0

2
(1525) and

f0(1710) may contribute). The ratio is �tted to a four{parameter expression of the form:

C(Q) = N(1 + � �Q)(1 + � � exp(�Q2(R0=0:197)
2)

where R0 is the radius of the K
0 emitting region (in fermi), and � is the chaosity parameter or correlation

strength. The � parameter is introduced to allow for the measured deviations from the generated K0

spectrum.

The result is shown in Table 5. The �t is good and yields a source size of 0:71� 0:07 fm, where the

error is statistical, and a correlation strength of 1:4�0:3. If the generator distribution is reweighted so as

to reproduce the measured pT spectrum of the K0 mesons, then the � parameter is reduced by roughly a

factor of two, while the radius and strength parameters stay the same. Replacing the Jetset reference

sample with Herwig also leaves the radius and strength parameters the same.

The scalar mesons f0(975) and a0(980) are not produced in the default version of Jetset. Correcting

for the f0 as described in reference [28], the �tted source size is reduced to 0.65 fm and the strength

parameter to 1.0. The uncertainties in the f0 width and rate give rise to a systematic error of 0.05 fm

on the size and 0.3 on the strength. The rate and branching ratios of the a0 meson are unknown.

Systematic errors from sources other than the scalar resonances are found by varying the parameters

in the Jetset model, the �t range, the parametrisation of the correlation and the event selection. Thus,

the systematic error on the radius is estimated to 0.15 fm, and the systematic error on the correlation

strength is similarly estimated to be 0.40. Table 5 indicates good agreement with the Opal and Delphi

measurements of the radius and correlation strength.

11 Discussion and summary

From Figures 3, 5 and 6 it is seen that the measuredK0 spectrum is signi�cantly harder than the predicted

spectrum from both Jetset and Herwig. The peak of the �{distribution is located at a value 0.22 lower

than Jetset, and the average transverse momentum is 14% higher than the Jetset prediction. No

consistent choice of parameters in Jetset has been found which reproduces the K0 spectrum perfectly.

However, reasonable agreement at low momenta is obtained by enabling the production of tensor mesons

in Jetset and by suppressing the rate of strange vector mesons so that it agrees with measurements of

K� production [27, 25, 4]. At higher momenta, 1 < � < 2:2, the contribution from heavy avor decays

is important, and the prediction depends on the proper implementation of decay branching fractions in

the generators.

The � spectrum is in reasonable agreement with the Jetset prediction { except at the highest

momenta where the predicted yield is too large, as also found by previous measurements [3, 5]. The

Herwig yield is generally too large. In particular, Herwig has a shoulder at high momenta, which is

not visible in the data. This is caused by a large yield of � containing a primary quark in Herwig.

The model has also a large yield of � at low momenta. This is caused by the very large rate of � states

and of spin 3/2 baryons in Herwig. Such heavy baryons are produced more than twice as frequently in

the default version of Herwig than in Jetset. The measured � spectrum does not support a copious

production of heavy hyperons, and neither do direct measurements of � and � production [3, 24].

The correlations as a function of rapidity and azimuth relative to the thrust axis within pairs of �

and K0 are found to be in good agreement with Jetset. Also Herwig reproduces many of the features.

However, the ��� correlation disagrees with Herwig, both in size { it is a factor of two smaller than

predicted { and in qualitative features. One such feature is the degree of local pT compensation shown in
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Figure 9, where Herwig predicts a sizeable back{to{back peak, while the data has none. Another feature

is the angular distribution of the baryon{pairs in their rest frame, which is too isotropic in Herwig.

The observed correlation length in ��� indicates that some amount of the \popcorn" mechanism in

Jetset is necessary to describe the data. The observed ��� and �� multiplicity is consistent with a

popcorn probability of 0:50� 0:10, when all other parameters are held �xed.

Finally, a possible signal for Bose{Einstein correlation is observed using Jetset as a reference sample.

The radius of theK0 emitting region is estimated to 0:7�0:2 fm, and the correlation has close to maximal
strength. The signal su�ers, however, from uncertainties in the rates and branching fractions of the scalar

mesons f0(975) and a0(980).
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� 1

�had

d�

d�
K0 1

�had

d�

d�
�

0.0 { 0.2 0.008 � 0.006 0.0008 � 0.0008

0.2 { 0.4 0.028 � 0.005 0.0031 � 0.0009

0.4 { 0.6 0.067 � 0.006 0.0116 � 0.0015

0.6 { 0.8 0.118 � 0.006 0.028 � 0.002

0.8 { 1.0 0.185 � 0.006 0.041 � 0.002

1.0 { 1.2 0.274 � 0.007 0.057 � 0.002

1.2 { 1.4 0.361 � 0.007 0.074 � 0.002

1.4 { 1.6 0.450 � 0.007 0.092 � 0.002

1.6 { 1.8 0.543 � 0.007 0.102 � 0.002

1.8 { 2.0 0.596 � 0.007 0.116 � 0.002

2.0 { 2.2 0.642 � 0.007 0.126 � 0.002

2.2 { 2.4 0.659 � 0.007 0.133 � 0.002

2.4 { 2.6 0.689 � 0.007 0.139 � 0.002

2.6 { 2.8 0.705 � 0.007 0.143 � 0.002

2.8 { 3.0 0.683 � 0.007 0.146 � 0.003

3.0 { 3.2 0.659 � 0.007 0.143 � 0.003

3.2 { 3.4 0.632 � 0.007 0.127 � 0.003

3.4 { 3.6 0.582 � 0.007 0.114 � 0.003

3.6 { 3.8 0.521 � 0.007 0.088 � 0.003

3.8 { 4.0 0.473 � 0.007 0.077 � 0.003

4.0 { 4.2 0.404 � 0.007 0.061 � 0.004

4.2 { 4.4 0.317 � 0.007 0.043 � 0.004

4.4 { 4.6 0.233 � 0.007

4.6 { 4.8 0.160 � 0.007

4.8 { 5.0 0.125 � 0.007

5.0 { 5.2 0.071 � 0.007

5.2 { 5.4 0.053 � 0.007

5.4 { 5.6 0.030 � 0.013

Table 1: The inclusive spectrum of K0

S +K0

L and � + �� from hadronic Z decay as a function of �. The

errors are statistical. A correlated momentum dependent relative error of the form (0:04�2+ 0:8�)% and

an overall normalisation error of 2% for K0 and 4% for � should be added.
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pT (GeV/c) 1

�had

d�

dpT
K0 1

�had

d�

dpT
�

0.0 { 0.4 1.536 � 0.017 0.176 � 0.006

0.4 { 0.8 1.669 � 0.016 0.303 � 0.006

0.8 { 1.2 0.816 � 0.009 0.184 � 0.003

1.2 { 1.6 0.415 � 0.006 0.104 � 0.002

1.6 { 2.0 0.219 � 0.004 0.0626 � 0.0015

2.0 { 2.4 0.146 � 0.004 0.0398 � 0.0012

2.4 { 2.8 0.0911 � 0.0023 0.0260 � 0.0009

2.8 { 3.2 0.0617 � 0.0018 0.0155 � 0.0007

3.2 { 3.6 0.0426 � 0.0016 0.0121 � 0.0007

3.6 { 4.0 0.0301 � 0.0014 0.0083 � 0.0006

4.0 { 4.4 0.0219 � 0.0012 0.0058 � 0.0005

4.4 { 4.8 0.0152 � 0.0011 0.0042 � 0.0004

4.8 { 5.2 0.0113 � 0.0007 0.0022 � 0.0004

5.2 { 5.6 0.0116 � 0.0030 0.0024 � 0.0003

5.6 { 6.0 0.0070 � 0.0006 0.00167 � 0.00023

6.0 { 6.4 0.0068 � 0.0007 0.00155 � 0.00025

6.4 { 6.8 0.0037 � 0.0005 0.00121 � 0.00022

6.8 { 7.2 0.0027 � 0.0004 0.00091 � 0.00025

7.2 { 7.6 0.0027 � 0.0005 0.00051 � 0.00015

7.6 { 8.0 0.0022 � 0.0005 0.00032 � 0.00014

8.0 { 8.4 0.0027 � 0.0013 0.00048 � 0.00025

8.4 { 8.8 0.0019 � 0.0010 0.00056 � 0.00019

8.8 { 9.2 0.00087 � 0.0031 0.00023 � 0.00010

9.2 { 9.6 0.00068 � 0.00020 0.00042 � 0.00030

9.6 { 10.0 0.00059 � 0.00020 0.00004 � 0.00003

10.0 { 10.4 0.00032 � 0.00013 0.00010 � 0.00007

10.4 { 10.8 0.00022 � 0.00012 0.00004 � 0.00004

10.8 { 11.2 0.00028 � 0.00017 0.00009 � 0.00009

11.2 { 11.6 0.00096 � 0.00082 0.00006 � 0.00006

11.6 { 12.0 0.00059 � 0.00050 0.00006 � 0.00006

Table 2: The inclusive spectrum as a function of pT of K0

S+K0

L and �+ �� from hadronic Z decay. There

is an additional normalisation error of 2% for K0 and 4% for �.

< n > Aleph Data Delphi data Opal data L3 data

K0

S +K0

L 2:061 � 0:047 2:12 � 0:07 [4] 2:10 � 0:14 [2] 2:04 � 0:14 [6]

� + �� 0:386 � 0:016 0:357 � 0:017 [5] 0:351 � 0:019 [3] 0:37 � 0:04 [6]

��� 0:093 � 0:009 0:090 � 0:009 [5] 0:083 � 0:010 [8]

��+ ���� 0:028 � 0:003 0:018 � 0:006 [5] 0:021 � 0:005 [8]

�K0

S +
��K0

S 0:403 � 0:029

K0

SK
0

S 0:593 � 0:036

Table 3: Average multiplicities of �, K0 and their two{particle combinations. The errors on the

measurements are dominantly systematic.
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< n > Aleph Data Uncorr. Jetset Uncorr. Herwig Uncorr.

K0

S +K0

L 2:061 � 0:047 2.11 2.24

� + �� 0:386 � 0:016 0.394 0.449

��� 0:093 � 0:009 0.037 0.092 0.039 0.192 0.050

�� + ���� 0:028 � 0:003 0.037 0.031 0.039 0.048 0.050

�K0
S +

��K0
S 0:403 � 0:029 0.397 0.427 0.377 0.474 0.491

K0

SK
0

S 0:593 � 0:036 0.531 0.619 0.557 0.695 0.601

Table 4: Average multiplicities of �, K0 and their two{particle combinations compared with model

predictions. The columns labeled Uncorr contain the expectation if the particles belonging to the column

on the left were produced uncorrelated.

Fit �2 NDF N � R0 (fm) �

ALEPH 4{param 6 21 0:76 � 0:04 0:22 � 0:04 0:71 � 0:07 1:39 � 0:26

Corrected for f0 10 21 0:73 � 0:04 0:25 � 0:05 0:65 � 0:07 0:96 � 0:21

OPAL 2{param [7] 3.4 8 0:72 � 0:17 1:12 � 0:33

OPAL 4{param [7] 1.9 6 0:89 � 0:11 0:10 � 0:11 0:61 � 0:16 1:17 � 0:23

DELPHI [28] 0:90 � 0:19 1:13 � 0:54

Table 5: Results of C(Q) �ts to data in the range 0 < Q < 1:1 and 1:5 < Q < 2:5 GeV. The errors are

statistical.
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Figure 1: Invariant mass spectra of �+�� and p� combinations in two momentum intervals. The dots are

the number of measured events, the solid line the simulated events and the dashed line is the expected

background contribution.
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Figure 2: Acceptance for selecting charged V 0 decays and the background fraction of the selected sample.
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Figure 3: Momentum spectra ofK0 (upper) and � (lower). The systematic errors are added in quadrature.

Note that the systematic errors are correlated errors.
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Figure 4: Momentum spectra of K0 (upper) and � (lower) as measured by the four LEP experiments

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Systematic errors are added in quadrature.
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Figure 5: Transverse momentum spectra of K0 (upper) and � (lower). Systematic errors are added in

quadrature.
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Figure 6: Rapidity spectra of K0 (upper) and � (lower). Systematic errors are added in quadrature.
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Figure 7: Two-particle correlation as a function of ya for two yb intervals.
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Figure 8: Two{particle correlations as a function of rapidity di�erence.
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Figure 9: Two{particle correlations as a function of azimuthal separation.
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Figure 10: Angle of � to thrust axis in the ��� restframe.
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Figure 11: The Q(K0

SK
0

S) distribution divided by a generator distribution without Bose{Einstein

correlation.
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